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In the worst case, that difference meant burial for griots in trees rather than in the ground in order to avoid
polluting the earth Conrad and Frank  If their quests are successful they. The word may derive from the French
transliteration "guiriot" of the Portuguese word "criado", or the masculine singular term for "servant". In
addition, griots were responsible for keeping all the births, deaths and marriages throughout the generations of
the family or village. Despite this reality, historians continue to debate the epic 's suitability as a historical
source. The empire was founded by Sundiata Keita , whose exploits remain celebrated in Mali today. In
Mande society[ edit ] In Mande society, the jeli was an historian, advisor, arbitrator, praise singer patronage ,
and storyteller. He famously went to Mecca and, impressed with what he saw on his travels, Mansa Musa
brought back home Muslim architects, scholars, and books. This book has become an entertaining, yet
scrutinized, source about the history of Mali and it's surrounding areas. He is not rewarded once Sundiata is
victor. A young king whom was cast out from his kingdom at a very early age because he was not believed to
be the actual ruler since he came from such different circumstances. Music can make people listen, and hence
through song, they may learn about themselves and grow stronger by celebrating their greatness. However,
music also serves as a means of communion for a people, and a way to celebrate the greatness of its heroes.
What three-year-old has not yet taken his first steps p. Their range of exposure has widened, and many griots
now travel internationally to sing and play the kora or other instruments. Griots in present day[ edit ] Today,
performing is one of the most common functions of a griot. The xalam is a variation of the kora, and usually
consists of fewer than five strings. Musical instruments used by griots[ edit ] In addition to being singers and
social commentators, griots are often skilled instrumentalists. In Spain c. Defend your answer. Because the
griot comprises the sum total of medieval Mali's history, it is only through him and his family that memory
can be preserved. The prophecy being that the great ruler of Mali must marry and bear a child with an ugly
hunchbacked woman Sundiata could rule by virtue of griots blessing, but no king could ever be recognized
without griots consent. When comparing the two Sogolon Kedjou and Sassouma Berete both did what they
thought would help to get their son's to become king. The strongest answer to this question suggests that for a
griot, history and storytelling are one and the same, since he preserves essential truth by using the "warmth of
the human voice" to inspire his listeners. What do all these works of literature have in common with each
other? Sundiata was born through the word of a prophecy. Hospitality is presented as central to custom in the
epic. The way Soumaoro treats his subjects is best captured by the incest he commits by stealing his nephew
Fakoli's wife. Gilgamesh was the oldest one written. Gilgamesh was the oldest one written. However, the
Malinke oral tradition, which was kept up over the generations by specialised bards griots , presents a different
story. How is it used for good or evil? Sundiata is born to Sogolon, and is supposed to become the king of
Mali, but Sundiata cannot walk until he turns 11 years old, and his half brother, Dankaran Touman, becomes
the king. Firstly, music is the means by which the griot keeps history and communicates it to the people.
Consider Mansa Konkon, who cheats Sundiata of a victory in wori and had accepted gold to exile them further
and murder the boy. So for all the reasons that the griot is important as a keeper of history, so is music
important. The griot certainly defines himself more as a historian, though not by Western standards. Even the
Islam that did take hold in Mali was a particular variation of that practised in the Arab world, perhaps because
Mali rulers could not afford to completely dismiss the indigenous religious practices and beliefs that the
majority of their people clung on to. By sharing their authority with the kings the griots legalized their rule in
the eyes of the people. Hatumere: Islamic Design in West Africa. This perspective results from several of his
qualities; his cruelty, his lack of responsibility to his subjects, his lack of hospitality, and his arrogance
towards magic. There are those who use magic for evil, like Soumaoro, and others who use it for good, like
Sundiata or Sogolon.


